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ABSTRACT

This report represents an extension of the work described in an

earlier report [Electromagnetic Fields in the Ocean Near a Shoreline,

J.E. Spence, E. Sullivan and J. Beville - Contract Nonr 396(10)-

Report 396(10)/2 - 15 November 1965]. It is an analytical study of

the electromagnetic field in the ocean resulting from excitation over

land by natural electromagnetic noise such as micropulsations or ELF

atmospherics. The main purpose of the study is to determine the rela-

tive importance of electromagnetic energy entering the ocean via the

air-water interface versus energy entering via the soil and ocean bottom.

Emphasis in this report is placed on a comparison between the vertical

and horizontal components of the electric field. Vertical profiles of

the horizontal and vertical electric field vectors are plotted for

several values of frequency, ocean depth, and the distance from the shore-

line. Finally, a comparison is made with some experimentally determined

values of the horizontal electric field.
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1. INTRODUCT ION

Rlcen.t experimectal measure-.:rts of electromagnetic noise in the ocean

have sometimes produced data which shav an unexpected intensity distribution

(123with depth near a coastlineI. In this thesis the electromagratic field

vhich may be produced in the oceaa by natural sources over land is investi-

gated analytically.

A simplified, two-dimensional model is used which assumes a constant

depth ocean with an abrupt shoreline. The field in the ocean is assumed

to be excited by electromagnetic energy passing across the coastline, into

the sea. The magnetic vector is taken to be parallel to the shoreline,

A superposition method is used vhich assumes the field in the sea

to be composed of two fields - one produced by energy passing through the

air-ocean interface and the other produced by energy passing through the

*oil end ocean bottom. The energy passing through the vertical land-ocean

interface is neglected in this treatment.

Th6 waves passing through the air-ocean interface are assumed to be

produ.ed by energy which passes across the coastline on the surfaces of the

earth and the ocean. The ocean Is first assumed to have infinite conductivity

which aliow- the waves to enter thý ocean with a direction of propagation

normal to the sea surfAce. The assumption of Infinite conductivity is

then dropped. The enerSy passing through the earth.ocean interface Is treated

in a somewhat similar manners the difference being that the field Intensity

at the ocean bottom is dcterminedby an application of Green's Integral theorem,
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The use of Green's theorem results, as is usually the case, in an In-

tegral equation which must be solved by an approximate method. In the pre-

sent case the solution leads to an integral which is solved by a far-field

approximation. The resulting expressions for the electric field components

are exaUined throiygh the use of inequalities and the vertical component

of the electric field vector is found to be negligible in comparison to

the horizontal component under the restrictions of this model,

The horizontal corapouent of the electric field is plotted for several

values of frequency, depth of ocean, and distance from the shoreline. A

comparison is then made with some experimentally determined values of the

horizontal electric field.
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II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The first part of this chapter Is concerned with a description of the

ocean-shoreline model. The forr: of the electromagnetic field incident on

the shoreline is then presented. Finally, a mathematical expression is

obtained which describes the magnetic field in the ocean due to the itni-

dent field.

2.1 Ocean-Shoceline Model

The Ceometry of the simplified two-dimensional ocean-shoreline model

is showy in Figure 1. In this model the incident field is assumed to have

a direction of propagation in the + x direction and all fields are con-

sidered to be independent of z, i.e8a/z - 0.

2.2 Incident Field

The magnetic field intensity W will be considered to have a z com-

ponent only. With this restriction, and the assumption that a/bz 0 0,

laxwell's curl T equation yieldst

CP. Iwe IY

-l lh
a, Y r er (1b)

tw-ere

d)
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The conductivity and permIttivity are giver, by 0 anrd g respectively. The

permeability of all media is taken to be 11 the permeability of free space.

The elect ronaget i c rnoi,;e fro:i natural sources over land is assumed to

produce a nearly vertif..tlly polarizcd plane wave. A solution' to Maxwell's

equati31't for a wave with th!s polri.ation propagating over a conducting

surface uheTe the dIr,-:rion of propagation is paral1lcF to the surface is

well known and Is givc.i by(6)

iLoy + i!.x

h - e y 0 (2a)

-tk y + ik x

he - ye 0 (2b)

where

k 2 . . ... .. .. a 2 2....... 2 (3s)* 2 2

k oy 2 2Poe 0 kx2 (3b)

k2y 2 ( 3.)2

for the frequeneiest parmittlvities, and conductivities considerstd in

this ti-vat%-tntj the q~iantlty ot/a"t 1. Under this asswrotiong Zquati~m.%

(3@) y (300 and (303 bb)t•



2
k 2 W - " ko2 (4a)

x 2 o

k 1 (4b)
Oy 2 -

k 2y 2 V-IMPo2 (4c)

where C -

00

Since k 0 Is Independent of the conductivity of the guiding surfaces the

lixident magnetic field becomes

ik v Ikx

inc e y O (S)

ik ikoX

h (Sb)

where, from Iq.utions (4b) and (4A)

k .. (6a)

k (6b)
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and 62 is the conductivity of the earth.

2.3 Contribution Thro,,Ih the Air-Sea Bo r

lia this section an approxiete ex'pre3sion for the magnetic field in

the ocean due only to the CI-erTy erdtetinZ through the air-sea interface

0ll be determined.

Settirn y equal to zero in E uatic)nf3 (5a) ard (5b), it is noted that

the incident magnetic field on the surface of the e -th to Indelendcnt of

the conductivity of the cay * This is due to the fact that k is inde-
0

pendent of the conductivity if tV guiding plane. 3ecause of this# propa-

gation in the majnetic fe Sc! can be considered to be unperturbed at the

shoreline. The magnetic field at the 'ip surface of the ocean is then

given by

ik 0x
h t f (7)

To find the field a' some point in the occen, wsae will be cinsidered

to enter the water normal to :he surface. This absumption is tased on

the fact that propagation from a poor conductor to a good coiductor re-

(14)sults in an angle of refraction which is very nearly -ero1) The fioid

at some point in the oceen will ithus be of the form

r - lk ycd) ik (yid) ]
bts L 4%te (5 1)

where

k 1 ." / eI -



and or is the conductivity of the sea water. It is to be noted that d,

the depth of the ocean, has been introducee into the exponents in Equa-

tion (8). This is done In the inter(-st of simplifying the final expres-

sion. The subscript t: iTndICatCs that this is the magnetic field in the

ocean due to the energy ent:eri-cg throogh the top surface only. The quan-

tity Ob Is given by(8)

1-0

To 22 ÷-1

b[

,L- IL 1W goi

The conductivities of the earth and sea water are given to be 10-3

mhos/meter and either 3 or 4 mhos/meter respectively(12). With these

values Ob Is very nearly equal to -1. Continuity of h across the bound-

ary at y - 0 requires that

hts
B f

-ikld ik d

e +Pbe

The final ixpression for h then becomes
t

-ik1(Y~d) ikl(y+d)

2 + P eh bt1 Ikd ht5

Le +Ph0_
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2.4 Contribution Thrcv•ch the LaaidSea S?_.•ndarv

In this section .h- raýr-.-tic field In the sca due only to the energy

entering thiough the t-4 :i.1oz--a' hound,;.v is determined.

Consider an arbl:ai, closed surface s' bounding a source free region.

It can be shown that a field inside this region at some point r is given

by(9)by

•(r)- 2(rr G(r)1 ds' (10)

where G(rlr') !s known as the Green's function which is the solution to

the inhomogeneoas Hemho'rz equation

* (V2 + k2) G(r1r) iu~e 6 ( - 1);(11)

6(1 r- r'J)is the Dizac delta function, r' is the coordinate of a point

source on s't, r is the field coardinate, and the operator b/fn' denotes

the derivative normal to the surface s'..

lReferring to Fig'jre 2, it can be seen that a closed surface s' can

be selected such that s)e of it'sele~renr:s are parallel to the z axis and

the, remaining surfaace eleneen,.s are parallel to the x, y plane. The sur.-

face areas made up of eCements pa:allel to the xly plane arc outlined by

"the contour 1'. Setting " = h it is noted that since D/bz 0 ,9 the normal

derivatives of 'T`(r') and G(rjr') with respect to r" vanish on all clenments

of s' parallel to the xty plane. As a result of this, Equation (10) re-.

duces to a line integral alongg A' i e.
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hbr) rrr)

(r). an ~ ' ~Grr) dA (12)

Weh e

and xt and y' are simply the rec.tangular coordinates of the point source

on the surface sa.

The Green's function will be chosen such that it's normal derivative

will vanish along y - -d for all x. In addition, it is again temporarily

assumed that the ocean is a Perfect conductor such that ah/Bn' vanishes

for y = -d, x * 0. Under these restrictions the integral along y -_d

0 £ x + ÷ is zero. Also, by Equations (3a) and (3c)0 it can be seen

that the integral along the infinite arc is also zero due to finite los-

sea. Thus Equation (10) reduces to an integral along the y axis from

y - -d toy y-.

The solution to Equat~ion (10) subJect to the restriction that

a/by' G(r!r') - 0 at y - -d is well known and is given by(13)

G(rjr') 2- H l r xx + (13)2 0 [k(2 xx (Y4dJ13

where Ho0 1  [k2 /x-Tx')2 + (y' + d)] is the zeroth order Hankel function

of the first kind and

k2 " w o("2 ". / 1cj4° 2 "
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This Green's function represents the magnetic field at r due to a

line source at r' where the line source is described by the Dirac delta

function 6(y-y') times iw2 It's physical counterpart would be a mag-

netic line current source.

In order to evaluate Equation (12) it is necessary to know the mag-

netic field and its derivative with respect to x' along y', the path of

the integration. This, of course, is not knoun exactly. As is often

the case in problems of this type, we shall apprcximate h over this path

by assuming that it is equal to the incident magnetic field which is given

(3)
by Equation (5b) . Substitution of Equation (5b) and Equation (13) in-

to Equation (11) yields

-ik 2y[k4(y.

b 2e X 0 [k) 2 + (y,. d) 2

-d

+ 2  H1 [k('d) dy' (14)

2

This integral cannot be readily evaluated for all values of x. However, for
sufficiently Large X, say x > 5 8, where 8 " . is the skin depth in

Larg say 2 2 • ~02

the earth, it is shown in.the appendix that Equation (14) can be approxi-

mated by

h 1- ik2 (x.d)

bs J2e rk)2x

The assumption is now made that waves enter the ocean in a direction nor-

mal to the bottom. surface. This, as before, is Justified by the fact that
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cI >> o2. The field at. sc:re point it the ocean then becomes

hb t c [ ikiy 4 P "e -ik 1 ]

The subscript b ind1ca-.a-*' ,h-t lhs is the mi.gnetio field in the ocean

due to the energy entering thro,•h the tottý)n of the ocean only. 0 is

the reflection coefficient at the top of the ocean and is given by

P t

IC 1- 70

This reflection coefficient is also very nearly equal to -1. Requiring h

to be continuous across the boundary yields

-ik d + Ik

The final expresalon for h b now becomes

This derivation has neglected the vertical portion of the earth-ocean

interface. This Is justified by the fact that the skin depth in the ocean

turns out to be always considerably less than the shortest distance from
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shore for ,iich the fi'lal enp~csslo. is

2.5 Total Mlgnetic Field in tOC e t,:i

The total nmagnCtLC field 1:a the ocedn is gi-,ei by 'he sum of Equa-

tion (9) and Equetion- (16) whiý.h gijes

F -ik (Y-td) i P (Y..i) I y
[e 4pbe 1C +•lY eik

h I_ .d h h (17)
t[otia':l [e .. ' i "ikldy (bs

L Pb L+. Pb -C

Setting Ob and %t equal to -1 allows Equation (17) to bt reduced to

Sink1 (y+d) Siynkly

ht~~ ht h~ d b (18)htotal Sink d .hs . i--7rT hb5 18

where hto and hbo are given by Equation (7) d.rd Eq"-atlon (IT) respectively.
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III. THE ELECTRIC FIELD

The vertical and h3rizontal components of the electric field are

found in the first pdai. of this chapter. The two field components are

then compared with respect to their relative magnitudes.

3.1 Th• Electric Field Compurents

Now that an expression for h has been obtained# the electric field

is easily obtained by sjbs-ituting Equation (13) into Equations (Is) and

(lb). The horizontal ¢=ronent of the electric field thus becomes

LI cosk1 (y+d) cosk (
Sin L Sl~d ts -Sink 1 dJbs

and the vertic'al component becowes

Sin 1 (y d h ts Sinklyl
y 4% L. Sinkld , f SinkiJ bx (20)

where, alain, use has beeni made of the fact that meI/V V 1.

Y.2 .oiMirson of the flll C•oCmoents

Although the vertical and horlsontal cou•ponents of the electric field

have been determined, the direction of the net electric vector is not im.

mediately apparent. Ii this section the magnitudes of the two components

of the electric vector will Ie compared.

Consider first the problem of the infinitely deep ocean. Due to the

Absence of the earth-uean Interfacet there would be no energy radiated
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in the *y direction. The solution would then reduce to Equation (5b)

with k2y replaced by kIc. lhv r:ignetdc field would then become

-k iy -'1k (2x
htotal * e (21)

where, as before, tht i ion thiough the vertical earth-ocean

interface has been ig-:r.2. Fiom Eqta:Ions (1a) and (lb), the electric

field components now toe

k
E - h (22)

x 0 1 to-..a]

k
-2 h (22b)

aItoral

Dividing Equation (2nb) by (22a) and taking the absolute magnitude yields

I kR"! k2 0 (23)

Setting go W 8.85 x 10"12 fardda/meter and a 4 mhos/meter, Aquation

(23) becomes

.I I - s - -1. 5 iW T 1 "6

It is apparent, theTeforu, that for frequencies of 10 c/s and.less,

the vertical componCnt of tlhe olectric field may be neglected In compari-

son to its horizontal cnp::.e-t.

This result is no &urprlse since it *lrcady his been pointed out

that the waves are erltqjrng the ocean with a dizvction of propagaion

normal to the surface. V. Is not so obvious, hoever, that thi result
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should hold for an c~eain wA!h a finite dep..h for it might be argued that,

at some point, the upsa:ad trstreling waves and the downward traveling

waves might have x .%).por.cnts of their zespective electric fields which

combine destructl'.e-y t..r!=iS thcir y components combine constructively.

It shall now be :htz:c. th" the veiLical zo~pe~cnc can still be ne-

glected under th• roc'tto.s 3f the modcl used in this study.

Since no values c. d le~s than 5 ocean skin depths are used, the

approximation is made that reflections at the earth-ocean and air-ocean

interfaces may be neglected. The magnetic field may then be written as

-ikly 1k1 (ytd)
h * hs e hbs e (24)

Suostitution of lquatiors (7) and (15) in'o Equation (24) yields

ikox-iklYl ik2(X~d) + ikI(Y+d)

Use of Equations (Ia) and (Ibs then give the electric field as

* 12 b)

,h@re, slnt, ko •( k2, k2 has booni negetcted. Taking the dbsoUI*~

e F~iJk
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magnitude of the ratic cf E to E results in
y x

S kk k2(xtd) ikl(2y+d)- ik x
0 o k(yd-i~

- -- (26)

Ex + 7  e 2 0

vhere use has been mI3e, of thc fact that

2

Defining

-/ 1

Rquation (26) is rewrl;tCn as

N S . t (27)
I+ Aele

where

A mjj +) (28.)

(1i 1 (xod)+ (1#0 I (2y~d)
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S - ko/k2 (28c)

Equation (27) now becz.u.:

M- S - A [ C.••i2) -_+ )SSQ'4..+Pt, (29)

i + A t Cos (*!i ) -- xir&(•+i0)I S

Using the identities

Cos(CrtiO) - Cos*CoshO - i.inoSinhO

Sin(*+iO) - SinaCoshO + iCoscSinh$

Equation (28) can be revritttn as

(Sit -ACosaf [CoshB-SinhI]j +.i (SlASin*[StnhO-CoihB]J J
M j ACos& [Cosh3-Sirh5Jj -i t AS~nRSLnhfECoshBIJ (30)

where SR 4 iS, a S

Equation (30) can be further simplified by making the substitution

C CoshP - SinhS 3 *e

Then Equation (30) finally becomes

(32 - ACOSON.0 ,, *I -ASItOIe C)

1 (1" ACos°•-O) i1 [ASIn*)''

In order to reduce thv cm'plcxtty of Equation (31) the restriction

that 0 1 0 viii be iipjvkd a-d the cox qucrrce of this rcestrictlon

will later be examinedi. I is definre by EquaJ-ion (28b).



Setting 0 0 and fo'x- :h~t or the pazarneter's used in this model

A I 0.15t the de!,omirac'.o: .A Ecp,.:-ion (30) can now be rcpresent6ed in the

inequality

(1I + A( A S ) ,i 2 t (1.-0.15) - 0.85

Under the samc re.tri. . ,. h, nune.ator has an upper bound given by

t -~ocl +i [1. S.A ll ACo~ 41 Sn):r2(01)- 0.212

•ere• sinSiSI ) SI5.2(0.10)

where, since Sa SR 5.2 % 10 , they have been neglected. Under the

restriction then t.hl" - 0. -hl maximrnurn value that 'ay /E.1 can take on

is given by

IE _i lk, 1 '7I2 /iI2 1q 0.212)(29 k?

h4ow since A S 0.15, I1 is ob:!-us from Equation (31) that Equation (32)

holds also for 0 > 0. 4 mhos/hter and *r 16"3 mhos/meter

the Inequality (32) bc:.-nes

.Ik i , !X1o, 1-

In order to gco,-!.% lly #J41.c the ztgion. in which this Inequality

holds, Equation (29b) is !'-d f.;r y vith 0 - 0. This results In
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Since the smalic-t ", . Zf L-td 1, 'ery much larger than the largest

value of d u•ds c d, be appoxiinated by

Equation (30) is pI,'J., FI-- x It cfn be seen that the inequality

(32) holdr fr,: all o€i,; of -an•, y except for the cross hattched region

near the shorelInt.

Since aI and 2 are-, aas-ý!ed in this model to be 0, - W03 mhosimeter

and a2 -3-4 mhcs/oettr, the x in.ercep't becomes x - 62.5 d for Cr2  4

mhos/meter and x - 54.1d for U " 3 mhos/meter. For the purpose of con-

sidering JE y/E x in the vross hutchad region, Equation (27) Is written

in a slightly differc-'t formo Noting that

Equation (27) can be :.... ,t.- as an Inequality, i.e.s

Ac'I
I 1A M1

As a trialg the requirement is made that IAe 0 Jkl.i in order to avoid

a singularity. Under this e•i.rlction M' 11 and hence

02(11) =1.74 x 10"

Now the smallest value of A e,:.ountered in this treatment is 0.097.

Then the relation

(0.097)c"• 1.1
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yields a minimum of -2..'.2 fi• 0. F- it is now only necessary to con-.

sider 8 In t.he. range 0 8 S . •"42

As B range- from 0 -2.,.2, e ranges frcm I to 11.3 and coscr

ranges from 0.95 " %t - p: " - through zer-o only once. The

lower bound of thL deC.::-: 1'..,r 7,f Eci: .;7.n (31) is then given by

+ I + A (11'3)(-0.276)

but A < 0.15, then

f + 1 +ACosac&o ! 9 1 - 0.466 0.534

The numerator of Equation (31) has an upper bound given by

I ACosae 4 -iASn-t,'• I S/17(0o15) (11,3)

where, as before, SR and SI have been neglected. It is concluded then,

that when 0 k 0 k -2.42,

M 3C 12 (0.13) _LL.3)
0.5344

or

~(4.5) %/I7.2x 10"

The restrictions on these results, that is that outside the cross

hatched region Ey /E x 4 x 10"3 and inside the cross hatched region

IEsY /Z J 7.2 x 1O02, art. first, that the ocean dopth be at least 56,
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so as to validate the as•.rp•'!n t-hst reflections at the earth-ocean and

air-ocean interfaces a negligible, and secondly that

0.097 C A !5 0.1 ,

This is equivalc•n. t ... ,•iri-. tha3

562 ! x 5 1262

For x less than 5629 the far field approximation given by Equation (15)

no longer holds and for x greater than 1262, the contribution through

the earth-ocean interface is eliminated to such an extent that the

profiles approach a simple exponential form.

The variation of A with a2 is extremely slow, such that a change in

92 of plus or minus an order of magnitude has a negligible effect on

these results.

Comparing the upper b:%unds on JE y/ x it is noted that inside the

cross hatched region in Figure 3, the upper bound is a factor of 18 larger

than the upper bound outside of the cross hatched region. This points out

4i the possibility that very near the shore, in the region where this model

is no longer valid, IE y may be of an appreciable size with respect to
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical values for the magnitude of the x and y components of the

electric field were determined by digital evaluation of Equation (19).

The field is normalized by multiplying by ja4 1 1. The results are plotted

in Figures 4 to 16 as a function of depth and distance from shore for fre-

quencies of 10, 60, 100, and 1000 oyles/sec. Depths range from 50 meters

to 800 meters and distances from shore range from 3 km to 50 kn. The depth

into the ocean is plotted as the abscissa and the various values of x (die-

tanoe from shore) determine a family of curves.

In Figure 17 a comparison is made with some experimental points de-

(12)termined at a frequency of 60 cycles./eeo. and a depth of 300 meters

The value of x has a lower limit which is determined by the approxi-

mation used to evaluate the integral in Equation (14). This is essen-

tially a far-field approximation which requires x to be no smaller than

about 562 where 62 - V--j-a i the skin depth of the earth. 61, the skin
2La

depth in the ocean# and 6 are plotted for convenience as a function of
2

frequency in Fig•ues 19 and 18 respectively.

The oontribution to the field due tc the energy passing through the

air-ocean boundary only, is shown as a dotted line, This enables one to

see more explioitly the effect that the energy passing through the horn-

sontal land-ocean interface has on the total field.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The electromdgnetic field in the ocean resulting from excitation by

natural sources over land has been investiga`:ed with the intent of gaining

some insight as to the mechanism by which the energy actually enters the

water. The horizontal and vertical components of the electric field are

plotted for several values of the parameters involved and, in one case,

a comparison is made with some experimental measurements.

Before drawing any conclusions it should be stated that both, the

land-sea model and the configuration of the incident field, which have

been chosen are only a very rough approximation of the real physical

situation. Nevertheless, the approximations used are felt to be justi-

fied by both, the complex nature of the problem and the reasonable agree-

ment with some experimental results.

Upon examination of the curves, it is seen that the contribution to

the net field which' enters through the land-ocean interface iasquite

prominent in the region near the shoreline. As the distance from shore

increases, this contribution becomes less and less noticeable. This is

due to the fact that kx, the wave number which governs the propagation

in the x direction for the contribution through an air-ocean interface,

has a small Imaginary part, whereas the attenuation of the contribution

through the land-ocean interface is quite high due to the conductivity

of the earth.

The effect of the depth of the ocean on the electric field is also

quite noticeable. For the region near the shoreline the curves show the
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bottom contribution more distinctly as the depth-of the ocean Increases.

This is understandab!e sin.e for a deep ocean the energy entering the

top surface will be greatly attenuated before reaching the bottom. The

contribution through the b:ttcm vill therefore be more in evidence.

The comparison with experiment m•de in Figure 17 is rather hampered

by a lack of data poInts. It is to be noted, however, thit an increase

in the field intensity is zlearly evident in the experimental results.

The discrepancy between the experimental points and the theoret 4 cal

curves could be due tO any or all of the following: The crudeness of

the mathematical mode'l differences between actual and used values for

conductivity, conductivity gradients in the earth, and reflections from

boundaries in the earth below the ocean bottom.

In future work a more complicated model is to be considered. More

specifically, the earth beneath the ocean will be assumed to be composed

of two layers. It is hoped that the model will give even better agree-

sent with experimental results. Considering the problem in reverse, this

double-layer model could produce a meth~d for determining not only the

conductivity of the earth under the ocean, but also the thickness of the

top layer.
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APPENDIX A

Far Field Approximation for hbs

Rewriting EquaA' : (01) !t-n terms of skin depths results in

-dh 2k H ÷yld) (35)

1k2 (1) 2 .

because of the decaying exponential character of the integrand, It's con-

tribution to the Integral is appreciable only for that portion of the

path of Integration within a fev skin depths of the ocean bottom. Iqaa-

tiot (35) may then be rei.itten as

S*26 2

"* h'b." � f~zqy~dy' f(",y')dy'

where M(xy') is the integrand in Rquation (35).

* If the values of x are now restricted to be greater than 362' the

argiment of the Rankel functions can be greatly simplified over that por-

tios of the path of intngration that is sost important, I.e.
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,/X2-4y 1.d)2 *Jx x •:56 2
xy s: 262

Since the vaL::!s sf d co.siderod a:e i•nch lcss theA 62, its presence

in the sgume.e. d:es r: affs-! 4,e mir.t:'.imt10 to any great extent.

With these a•.-:x!rAt!cn3, the Hanhel futnctions are no longer func-

tions of y' an'd the•f.r'e may be rno-ed outside of the integral sign

leaving a simple exp~entlal to integrate. Upon integrsting, Equation

(35) becomes

h be 2 k x Ho0  (k2x) * ik2 H 1  (k2X] (36)

Factoring ik I (k x) outside the brackets results in
21 2

hbes a H * ICd~ (k 2 X) [1i (. 3l(k))

The large argjutnt pp:'*oiwcions !or the Rankel functions are

8iven ,su~ I)

0 2 F"28*

Ill~l)(k~k)- ..

K22a 2 38(b)



Dividing Equation (33a) by Equation (39b) yields

o 2 X)

This considerdbly simplifies Eq.Aion (32) :.e.,

•a 1k2k+d 2 (39)

Noting that kx c< k2 , Equation (39) finally becomes

bs - •i
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